
 

 

Press release: Donation of office furniture to Greek 
 

DROMEAS is donating all the office furniture that were withdrawn 
Commission, after the assignment
from 2015 to 2020.  

The distribution of furniture is organized in cooperation with the Greek solidarity 
network Allilonnet.gr (Non-profit corporation
Aggelos Pagratis. 

The first shipment to Greece containing of 130 items of 
drawers, etc.) was held on 19/05/2017 with a free transfer 

The program for the donation of furniture that Dromeas removes 
Commission will continue until 2020, giving priority to schools
municipalities throughout Greece with the cooperation and assistance of 
as well as other sponsors for free 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For sponsorships and additional information you can contact DROMEA
group (For Athens: Mr. John Papapanagiotou, phone number 2106835250, 
Serres Mrs. Eleni Fardella, telephone 23210992
Pagratis, telephone number 26610 83798)

Serres 26/06/2017

Donation of office furniture to Greek public bodies  

DROMEAS is donating all the office furniture that were withdrawn from the European 
ssignment of the new contract for office furniture supply 

The distribution of furniture is organized in cooperation with the Greek solidarity 
profit corporation) which was founded in 2012 by mr. 

shipment to Greece containing of 130 items of various furniture (
was held on 19/05/2017 with a free transfer offered by TELETRANS.

of furniture that Dromeas removes from the European 
until 2020, giving priority to schools, hospitals and 

municipalities throughout Greece with the cooperation and assistance of Alle
sponsors for free transportation and distribution of the furniture

For sponsorships and additional information you can contact DROMEAS’ 
Athens: Mr. John Papapanagiotou, phone number 2106835250, 

Serres Mrs. Eleni Fardella, telephone 2321099220) and ALELLONnet (Giorgos 
telephone number 26610 83798) 
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